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Where have all the puppets gone? They’ve gone to the
internet, every one!
Regarding the outdated board member list to R...While the
election is over, new officers have not yet been elected, so I am
Puppet
Attacks Covid-19
waiting to change the banner until that’s done.

Guild Meetings & Events
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This Month’s Words of Encouragement:
Roxie Myhrum recently pointed out that puppeteers have something that no other theater folks have; we can
create an entire theatrical production on a table in our kitchen with just one performer. Not only that, but
that’s kind of what we do anyway, so it’s not even a big adjustment for us. That just leaves us with the
challenge of finding an audience. And we like challenges anyway, right? That’s why we are puppeteers!

Election Results
SFBAPG BOARD OF DIRECTORS
We are pleased to welcome our newly elected members of the SFBAPG Board of Directors:
CAMILLA HENNEMAN
NAO KOBAYASHI
LAVERA WILSON
We look forward to their contributions with the unique talents and experiences that each of them brings to
the table.
(For bios, please see our May 1 newsletter.)
A big round of applause goes to our outgoing members of the Board of Directors:
MICHAEL NELSON
TREE (GLYNN) BARTLET
NICHOLE GRAVELY
We'll miss you at the table.
Sincerely,
Judy Roberto
SFBAPG President

GUILD MEETING REVIEW Tips, Tricks & Tools for Virtual Puppetry & New
Possibilities by Lee Armstrong
Our first Virtual Guild meeting was a virtual success! We may miss face-to-face meetings, but there were some
pleasant surprises to our Zoom workshop on Sat., May 23. Foremost was that distant puppeteer friends joined
in. From North to South, we had participants from Seattle, Portland, LA and San Diego. From East to West,
people zoomed from Arkansas to Hawaii!
Many thanks to John Arnold & Gabriel Galdamez for organizing this workshop. John Arnold did a great job of
explaining video outreach from prerecorded to live stream and showing his multi-camera setup using OBS
software. Gabriel hosted and added his own expertise in social media and more. Special guests, Jan
VanSchuyver (Arkansas), Art Grueneberger (Sacramento) and Derek Lux (Las Vegas) took a few minutes to
share what they’re doing during our SIP months. Jan showed a simple, but effective iphone clip of herself
building a paper puppet, which she is sharing with teachers. Art showed his great studio setup for live
streaming his shows for parties and events. Derek talked about the experience of staging DLux’s “Alice in
Wonderland” at home. Derek and Lauren’s house interior became the backdrop, as Alice explored Wonderland
and all the resident characters in this impressive musical performance.
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If you missed this workshop, it’s posted on our Guild FB page https://www.facebook.com/SanFranBAPG/. The
video starts with Judy announcing the new Board members and at 3 minutes in, Gabriel introduces the
workshop. There’s also an 18 page info booklet available which includes John’s Powerpoint presentation with
helpful links for equipment, software, backdrops and more, plus Art’s equipment info and Derek’s links to his
work & a bonus link that shows a setup that Sesame Street performer Peter Lintz is using as SSt. moves to
performing at home instead of the studio. If you would like this useful resource, please email Lee Armstrong at
images@vom.com.

Want the notes from the workshop? Here you go:
http://www.sfbapg.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/SFBAPG-VirtualWorkshop.pdf
Virtual isn’t the same as being present at a face-to-face Guild meeting, but it does keep us in touch and opens
up possibilities for guest speakers from farther afield.


Who (within an 8 hour time zone) would you like to hear speak about their work?



What topics for workshops are important to you at this time?

Stay tuned for more virtual Guild meetings!
If you have suggestions, please contact Lee Armstrong, images@vom,com, cell 707 738-5906 or anyone on
the Guild Board.

Corona Chronicles Across the West
PuppetArt, Sacramento
Our company lost a substantial amount of Spring bookings in two days. All
booking from March 13 through the end of May just vanished. We immediately
shifted our focus to converting the garage to a streaming studio. It took six
weeks of rearranging, equipment and technology research and around $2000 in
equipment to finish the job. The whole time I felt hopeless. Doubt was running
high. “What is the point of doing this?” “Our shows are made for live audience
interaction. They will never work as a live-stream.” “No one will book our shows
as a live-stream.” Despite these persistent thoughts we plugged forward. What
else was there to do? On Earth Day we had our first paid live-stream
performance on Facebook and our first paid live-stream performance for a distance learning school. We’ve
kept busy ever since. I am incredibly grateful.
We now have the basic technology in place and I know the very bare minimum. Expanding what I know about
all aspects of video production and taking advantage of the new set of tools video production gives me as a
creative artist is where my effort is now.
I am trying to get OK with the reality that not every client I currently have will continue to be a client. I will
have to let some go because of unreasonable demands (ownership of recording of my shows, etc.) and many
just don’t have the funding to pay us. There is plenty of money out there, we just have to go and find where it
currently is.
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Keeping my puppeteers working is my primary focus as they depend on the work to survive. I want to continue
to provide them with work!
Things are changing every 24-48 hours. I expect a resurgence of COVID-19. I am working under the assumption
that I will not perform live shows for in person audiences through the end of 2020, perhaps until a vaccine is in
place. I hope I am wrong but I am planning as if this is a correct assumption.
When we do return to a somewhat normal world where we can once again perform for live audiences I hope I
will also continue to do the live-streaming shows as part of our business model.
I hope puppeteers don’t drop their prices because they are afraid. This cheapens our work, it hurts your
bottom line in the long run and it hurts other performers. Keep the faith. Keep your prices reasonable. Expect
some to try and take advantage of the situation. Fire those clients. Keep the ones that value the work you do
and work hard to find more!

Animal Cracker Conspiracy, San Diego
Well at first we lost all the gigs we had lined up through the summer. So we
stopped for a minute, freaked out a bit and then started figuring out how we
could work online. It has been a big learning curve, though we are all too
familiar with our old friend failure which always holds hands with learning and
we are discovering exciting new ways to engage with our audiences.
We are making a series of short puppet videos for a project that we will
announce shortly, it is still top secret! We have also launched a free weekly live
streamed online puppet workshop called "Puppet Mind". Both these things
are working to varying degrees and not working in other ways. They are working in keeping us creating and
collaborating with local creative institutions in San Diego and continuing to make new work. It is not working
without bumps in the road such as I forgot to hit record on our first live Zoom Puppet Mind workshop so I was
not able to send to folks who requested participating when they could not attend the specific time of the class.
Live and learn!
We hope the top secret project gets picked up which would generate some cash flow and we are hoping that
the Puppet Mind series eventually turns into a Puppet Master Mind course which would be subscription
based.
What have we done to adapt? We "pivoted" online, started experimenting with short films from work we
were planning to do live. Invested in our website, added merchandise, a support page, and Puppet Mind
classes. We have stayed very connected to the audience we have locally and on social media as most people
are online much more and therefore able to respond in that way. It has also been important to connect with
the puppet organizations we are a part of such as the Puppet Slam Network, PofA, IBEX and Wonderspark
Puppets have offered great online live classes on how to get your show and slam online. We are very grateful
for the amazing community of puppeteers locally, nationally and globally.
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Bob Baker Marionette Theatre, Los Angeles
As a venue that exists primarily as a live
performing arts space, Bob Baker Marionette
Theater has been deeply affected by Covid-19. For
the health and safety of our community, the
Theater closed its doors on March 13th and
ceased all scheduled performances. This has led to
a loss of revenue of approximately $350,000 just
five months after the opening of BBMT’s new
home in Highland Park. As a necessary cost saving
measure, puppeteers had their final pay period at
the end of March as they were no longer able to perform.

While our physical doors have been closed, we have been using this time to expand the Theater’s digital
presence. This includes a robust web store and YouTube channel, and on our website and social media
channels, we offer “At Home Happiness” -- a program that’s designed for families to Learn, Play, and Create in
ever-evolving ways. Through these offerings, imagination dwells at home via puppet making tutorials, PSAs to
inspire kids to “have fun being healthy”, twice weekly filmed puppet numbers that are posted to IGTV and
YouTube, plus podcasts, playlists, and more -- all offered for free to our audience around the world.

Beginning mid-May, we will be offering Zoom puppetry performances for birthdays and special occasions of all
sorts. These private, digital performances will cost $150 and with an additional fee can include a contactless
delivery or pickup of the hallmarks of a Bob Baker celebration: ice cream, a puppet of one’s own, and a “solid
gold” adjustable crown. This allows for our audience to have a personalized BBMT experience while also
providing a revenue source.
Once the Theater is able to safely reopen, many many aspects of our traditional performances will be changed.
Masks will be required, temperatures will be taken before entrance, socially distant seating arrangements will
be implemented, and post-show ice cream will be on a strictly take-away basis. The Bob Baker Marionettes will
also be practicing social distancing and will no longer sit on audience member’s laps or physically interact with
them in any way.
The silver lining of this moment is that during this time of quarantine, the Theater has been producing more
video shorts that show off our puppets both in traditional performance roles as well as in fresh variations. In
partnership with independent radio station KCRW, the Theater has been presenting weekly episodes of “Bob
Baker Radio Hour” in which our marionettes reenact iconic radio bits. We have also begun a poetry program
where puppets read classic children’s poems narrated by a wide array of voice actors– simultaneously
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introducing young audiences to live performance and poetry! These videos not only deepen our community
connections in Los Angeles, but also expand our reach so that audiences outside of LA can now experience the
magic and puppet-fueled delight of Bob Baker Marionette Theater. We feel that educational and
entertainment content of this sort can dispel fears and anxiety, and allow our young audiences to live, learn
and play in safe and healthy ways during this difficult time.

Northwest Puppet Center, Puppet Collection and Library, Seattle
Plans to host shows are on hold. The exhibit is
currently dark. The research library is not open to
visitors. Education programs have been indefinitely
postponed. Seattle is basically the same as
everywhere so Northwest Puppet Center is facing
similar challenges as everyone.
However, work never ceases. This break from the
public has actually given Northwest Puppet Center a
moment to tackle some time consuming projects.
Over the years and with major contributions of books
including The Cook/Marks Collection, The Lettie
Connell Schubert Collection and The Josie Robbins
Collection, Northwest Puppet Center has become possibly the most extensive puppetry research library in the
Western Hemisphere. Reorganization of the library is underway to make the books more readily accessible
when visitation becomes possible again. For the museum collections, conservation work and planning of
future exhibits remains ongoing. When Alan Cook and I were planning the current exhibit, PUPPET CIRCUS, we
decided to dedicate the exhibit to Marc Dunworth, whose marionettes had just been donated, and feature his
circus characters at the entrance. Alan passed away before this exhibit opened so it was also dedicated to him
and featured the very first clown marionette Alan made as a child. An event by The Marc Dunworth
Foundation was unfortunately canceled due to the outbreak. For our dear friends and colleagues who were
unable to see this exhibit, we are busy getting extra photos. Not only are these good projects to undertake, it
is also logical that museums and libraries will be able to open sooner than theaters so planning for future
shows is less certain. n the mean time, Northwest Puppet Center has been asked about developing online
educational programs by an organization that we have collaborated with for many years. This allows focus on
the art and potential revenue while others can worry about the technology. Of course, contributions are
critical to weather this storm and emerge with stability on the other side. Special thanks to The Jim Henson
Foundation, ArtsFund, Seattle Office of Arts & Culture and many generous individuals.
Some predict live theater with audiences in venues will not be possible for two years. Perhaps it won’t be that
long to develop a vaccine or perhaps safety measures will allow small gatherings. We should all prepare for a
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long haul. For an organization, it requires longterm vision and a willingness to hunker down through hardships
to keep overhead costs manageable. With puppets that date back centuries, it helps put perspective. Not to
diminish the suffering, hardship and death but it is important to remember that most of us should get through
this. There are puppeteers who survived years in internment camps, puppeteers who survived wars and
famines, puppeteers who survived previous pandemics. Personally, I want to spend more time carving and
playing around with automata, the original puppet designed for an audience of one!

San Diego Guild of Puppetry (a non-profit puppet center that evolved out of a
PofA guild)
What you could say is that we are expecting a major reduction in our
income since all our programming venues(schools, libraries,
museums, community centers, etc) are closed, and many of our
upcoming gigs have been canceled…But,the same goes for everyone
in the arts, and many other businesses as well. We never expected
anything like COVID-19. What a year 2020 is turning out to be. Hard
on absolutely just about everyone in the world!!!! For the first time
ever though, we are ecstatic that we are currently back to being a
gypsy organization, and do not have mortgage or rent payments to worry about. That puts us a giant step
ahead of a lot of folks, and is sure something to celebrate… At least at the moment..
A major strategy has been to go online as much as possible. We started doing zoom classes with one of our
two CAC funded partner schools the beginning of April and are sending video puppet making and usage links
to our other CAC funded site. We’re also starting a YouTube channel with a variety of puppet related videos.
It’s presenting a giant learning curve to master though and is still in its infancy, but we continue to make
progress. We currently don’t have any performances that would work well online though, or that we could do
as singletons, as most all our work is collaborative, but we are trying to figure out if there are ways to do that.
If our promised CAC funding is not taken away by the state, we’ll happily be funded for our Artists in Schools
programming next year, but we’re still trying to figure out how to do our YAA summer camp, after school and
weekend workshop programming, also being CAC funded, when we are limited to materials that kids can find
around the house. Creating any of our culminating performance pieces is another challenge. And then there
are the matching fund requirements for our city and CAC programming. If we cannot do our customary gigs,
finding matching funds will be difficult.
One small, but special contribution that we are making is creating and providing simple puppet making kits for
kids to do at home (with directions in English and Spanish along with all the materials needed) to UPAC, a local
nonprofit who is collecting and passing out food and household supplies every week to 150 City Heights
families, located in the same neighborhood as our City Heights Puppet Project was.
As to the future? Hard to plan for, with so much continuing to remain unknown and the rules, regulations and
edicts changing practically daily. We’re just putting one foot ahead of the other, and worrying about surviving
a day at a time. We do imagine that puppetry will continue to evolve as the world keeps unfolding, and while
we’re locked up, we’re continuing to experiment with how to create magical online puppet programming. A
work-in-progress. As to where this will all end up, what the world will be like if we come out the other side,
and how many of us will be left standing is a big question mark.
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Christine Papalexis, free lance video puppeteers, LA
Working freelance in the film industry means I'm constantly
juggling projects, always looking for work, (not exactly
glamorous). Some jobs last a few months, some just a few days.
I was working at a creature effects company when the pandemic
sent us all home. The job was supposed to last through summer,
I've heard we'll go back to it when we are allowed to work again
though we will probably have a staggered schedule so we can
have the least amount of contact with each other. I had a couple
of puppeteering jobs lined up though now I don't know if they
will still happen, and if they do, they will probably require a smaller crew and fewer puppeteers. However one
puppeteering gig will be shot at puppeteers' homes - I'm setting up a green screen so I can shoot in my
workshop. I'm also doing some voiceover recording from home, something I've been working towards for
years, now I'm researching setting up a proper booth for recording. I recently participated in the 48 hour
Puppet Film Project and had to do almost everything myself from writing, building puppets and sets, lighting,
shooting, puppeteering, etc. I'm used to collaborating with a group of people so it was a huge challenge but
ultimately it was good to create something despite the limitations. I produce Puppetzilla Puppet Slam with the
LAGuild of Puppetry three times per year and we had a slam scheduled for June. Now we are exploring how to
present it online like many slams across the country. It's exciting that we get to share our performers with a
wider audience, but there's nothing like live theater. Hopefully we will be able to come together for live
theater again soon. I don't know what changes will be permanent but puppeteers are incredibly resourceful so many people are creating opportunities to be together online with tutorials, shows and other gatherings to
share our passion, we may not be able to gather in person, but we will gather. Our community is strong and
there will always be a stage, whether online or in person.

Sam Koji Hale, Director of puppet film "Yamasong: March of the Hollows"
Personal puppetry work for me has dried up considerably. I had a number of film festivals in March and April
where I was invited as a guest speaker or workshop
instructor. I was to talk about directing the “Yamasong”
short and/or feature film. The teaching workshops were
going to be Paperclay sculpting for puppets (one of my
favorite topics). While I was disappointed, I understand the
importance of staying at home and not help spread the
virus!
A longer-term concern is the ability to travel abroad again,
and to work in other countries. I’d just returned from a
work trip in China in December and there was a lot of
discussion about more film and/or teaching projects there. I
suspect in the aftermath of the global pandemic, people in
most countries will be cautious about bringing international
artists to events, and the reverse true too. I’ve been told if I
go to China right now, I’d have to quarantine for 14 days
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before going out in public. If that’s the case in the foreseeable future, will a one or two week work/travel invite
(and payment) be enough to warrant staying abroad for four weeks?
I’ve been told some of the studios are looking for “one-man band” types of projects - where one female or
male artist can do all the work under one roof. To that effect, I’ve been exploring ideas of how to tell stories
with just one performer and/or small team of post-production artists working from home. I’ve also been
writing and illustrating my own story, one I hope to develop into something broader when the pandemic is
over.
In addition, along with many of my IBEX Puppetry colleagues, I’ve been learning about software for teaching
and performance online. I just finished a teaching workshop for the Smithsonian Asian Art Museum and Asian
Pacific American Film festival. This is one workshop that we could “salvage” from the slew of workshops and
screening opportunities that were cancelled in the early part of the pandemic. IBEX will continue to offer more
workshops and I’ll be part of the team behind-the-scenes to bring puppetry events online through IBEX and
Handmade Puppet Dreams Facebook pages.
I hope we take our time to return to public spaces for our entertainment and education. As film is a
collaborative effort, and I love the energy of being in a shooting space with talent and crew, I hope we can get
back to that “norm” in the near future. That being said, I’m currently working on post-production on a Netflix
show, and have no problem working from home. If there’s a healthy balance between these two “norms”, then
I can continue doing my type of puppet artistry, more or less.
I know at IBEX Puppetry, we’ve been working hard to provide new content and events to help build a sense of
community through our shared works. We’re also working on presenting more workshops for fellow
puppeteers to get some professional development opportunities during this down time.
One suggestion I’d give is use this time to develop new ideas, new techniques, build that new puppet, work on
your next script or play. Be disciplined about it, set goals and a schedule, and try to follow it. Give yourself a
little creative framework to give you a focus on something you’ll love doing and creating.
Then, when the world opens up again, and we are out there doing shows again, share that new work! Let’s
make this time of self-isolation a time of reflection and creative blossoming. If there’s one thing I’ve learned
these years in puppetry is that puppeteers are amazing, unusual, out-of-the-box creative thinkers that will
adjust through the hard bumps and birth a beautiful story from it!

Thistle Theater, Seattle
The Coronavirus shut us down completely. We had to
cancel after completing only two of 26 shows for our
production of the funny woman who lost her dumpling
in March. Our May show couldn’t go even go into
rehearsal. We refunded our school that prepaid and
our season ticket holders are hanging on. I am
furloughed and go in every two weeks to update
phone, pay bills and do mail.
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Our business model is not able to include any of those activities or strategies. All the puppeteers are in their
own spaces, do other Theatre activities or have their own Puppet company.
We can remotely work for one of our partners called “look, listen and learn” with a remote video shoot that
uses a hand and rod puppet. Don’t know if we can safely do a studio shoot yet for a full episode.
we think we may have to take an entire year off. In other words pick up
with our season in March with the same shows scheduled as we have this
year.

Fratello Marionettes, Pinole, CA
We are currently providing a pre-recorded performance that is filmed in the
workshop. (We are actually in the shop today starting to film four
productions for library performances)
The other option is to go to the library, perform live and have them film and/or live stream the performance.

Donna Kimball, freelance video puppeteer
All my spring gigs went away! But then one came up that wouldn’t have, had
it not been for the pandemic, the “Fraggle Rock: Rock On!” shorts. We've
been shooting one day per week.
I have a show that I pitched earlier this year as a full series. I’m retooling it as
short-form content. I’m also exploring shooting it all by myself, playing all 4
characters, here at home on blue screen. Not sure if it can be done, but I’ll
find out. Because what CAN’T be done right now is how I originally
envisioned it. We have to adapt.
Puppeteering on the Fraggle Rock shorts was both wonderful and
challenging. The flexibility of schedule was great, plus I could do as many takes as I wanted (or at least until my
daughter, who assisted me, was DONE)! Challenges: it seemed that every shoot day was "gardening day" for at
least one of my neighbors, so we'd stop when the sound of lawn mowers kicked up. But overall it was
wonderful. I think the immediate future of live puppetry will be toughest, but getting creative will be essential.
Creating online versions of live shows, or even making smaller live shows mobile. I’ve thought about a “Puppet
Show From My Car”, literally pulling up in front of a family’s house and performing from my car while the kids
are on the front steps. Families are desperate for something to do with their kids, so maybe there’s a paying
audience there. I won’t know till I try! But the point is to try.
For the future for us in the TV/Film world, I’m sure we will have our temperatures taken everyday when we
arrive on set. Assistant puppeteers may wear masks, speaking puppeteers may be the only ones without. Or
we all will wear masks and all dialogue will be ADR. I’ve heard the possibility of quarantining entire casts and
crew during a shoot, smaller crews, shorter hours, all of it’s possible. But for now, we all should have a set-up
at home where we can create/shoot content: a green/blue screen, lights, good audio. A newer iPhone is a
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fantastic camera...that’s what we used for “Fraggle Rock”. And all the other equipment isn’t really that
expensive.

Great Arizona Puppet Theatre, Phoenix
While Great Arizona Puppet Theater is dealing with lost ticket
revenue as expenses continue, their creativity remains
undaunted. Lisa Haslbauer described a puppet slam done in
their parking lot where the audience stayed in their cars and
watched puppets and their shadows on the exterior wall of
the theatre with a musical soundtrack provided by a local DJ played in each car through the radio. Different
performers’ stages were set up ahead of time with appropriate safe distancing and the audience was
encouraged to blink their headlights for applause.

What I’ve been doing with my Covid vacation, by Camilla Henneman
Well I was supposed to be in London this month for two weeks of theater and sight seeing starting off with the
Punch & Judy festival at Covent Gardens. Well, the best laid plans are the ones that get upended. This has been
a crazy year for us even before the pandemic. My husband Ray was hospitalized for two months with a very
serious illness. He pulled through and though the recovery will still take a few months, he is recovering well
and was able to finally to be released home.
Finding a new partnership. One gift that has come out of this period is that my husband and I have learned
that we have avenues that we can explore together. Ray was always the techie guy who could figure out
anything on the computer, whereas I have always been more comfortable with the technology level of a stick
tied to a stone. He was also the support person there to build anything I needed in the way of stages or set up
lighting and sound although puppetry has never been one of his interests. Since he has been confined to bed
or armchair, he is limited to deskwork these days. Ray has been exploring new computer software called
Blender for working with 3D movies and movie software called Pinnacle. We just collaborated on an
instructional video for a puppet workshop which came out really well. I am excited about the possibilities that
we can do some puppet videos combining the work that I have doing with puppets and the movie effects that
he is learning.
Dealing with loss. Just before Covid hit I lost two close friends who are very dear to my heart. My
friend/mentor and former partner, Tim died on Christmas Day. One month later my closest childhood friend
lost a battle with chronic illness. I miss them both terribly. Sometimes when I am dealing with loss I feel like I
need to make things. Memories of them give me ideas
inspired by time we spent together.
Getting into the wool I have found that I love working
with wool. I love the feel of it in my hands. I love that
you can sculpt with it and paint with it. Many people are
familiar with needle felting and some of the beautiful
realistic effects that you can get with the wool. I have
recently been doing a different method of felting called
wet felting. Needle felting involves using a needle with
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barbs to create a wool sculpture. Wet felting uses water, soap and friction. Needle felting is used mostly for 3D
work whereas wet felting is more like creating a painting with wool. It is done by laying wool fibers in layers,
wetting them and rubbing until they felt. I had been planning to offer a workshop on wet felting a puppet for
festivals this summer. Although the festivals are cancelled for the summer at least, I decided to videotape the
workshop that I was going to offer along with a kit for making the puppets.
Timmy TiGrr and Debi Cat Anyway you might think that this is a somewhat rambling stream of consciousness,
but it all ties together. I started designs for a simple
hand puppet that could be made with the wet felting
method. I have been thinking a lot about the friends I
have lost and one thing we all had in common was a
fascination with cats. For Tim, it was the big cats,
tigers, lions, and other large cats you would find in the
wild. One of his hobbies in recent years was working
with a zoo, doing life casts on their animals when they
needed to be anesthetized for medical treatments.
Debi and I used to dress up our (very patient and long
suffering) pet cats in baby clothes. They were our tea
party guests when we needed extra faces at the table.
Anyway I have been inspired to make cats. My first attempts at wet felting some hand puppets were
encouraging. What finally came out of it was 2 puppets, Timmy TiGrr and Debi-Cat.
P of A Direct Relief Fund for Puppeteer Artists I am fortunate that in this time of Covid 19 quarantine I have a
steady income. Many puppeteers have been hurt badly from the loss of bookings. I saw that Puppeteers of
America was offering a grant to puppeteers whose livelihoods were hurt by the cancellations. I wanted to do
something to contribute. That was when I decided to do a video workshop in the form of a kit and donate the
proceeds to P of A. It has gotten a great response and is available on my Etsy shop
https://www.etsy.com/shop/CamCCHeartFelt or you can contact me directly if you are interested. The video
workshop plus the kit to make them is $35. We have been successful so far and I was able to send the first
(hopefully of many) check for $300 off to Puppeteers of America this week. I hope to be able to do a similar
workshop for our guild in the future. This is a time of great turbulence in many ways, but people are finding
ways of connecting. I learned to use Zoom this week and was able to attend an online meeting of puppeteers
that Monica Leo organized. This won’t last forever, but it is going to hurt some of us. More than ever we need
to reach out. That is what keeps me sane and keeps me feeling connected in the time of Covid 19.
To right, possible Covid puppet business model?
https://www.facebook.com/events/s/how-icreated-and-marketed-an-/252226006214659/

To send articles for future
newsletters, send to
newsletter@sfbapg.org

